This paper presents our approach (referred to as BioEvent) for protein-level complex event extraction, developed for the GENIA task (Kim et al
Introduction
A biological event refers to a specific kind of interaction between biological entities. Events consist of two parts: event triggers and event arguments. Event extraction can be very challenging when dealing with complex events with multiple or nested arguments; for example, events themselves can be an argument for other events.
Methods
In general, to detect an event mentioned in text, the event trigger should be identified first, then complemented with event arguments. We divided the training and testing tasks into two phases: trigger detection and argument detection.
Event Trigger Detection
The trigger detection problem can be modeled as a multi-class classification of a word or combination of words (phrase). Instead of using all possible phrases in the training text as examples for the classifier, we only included those that were known triggers in the training set. For the official shared task submission we used SV M light (Joachims, 1999) . Detailed explanation of the trigger detection process includes three main steps: pre-processing, training of the SVM models, and combining SVM results.
Pre-processing. All tokenized documents provided by the shared task organizers (Stenetorp et al., 2011) were converted to database records. Then different sets of attributes were defined and calculated for words, sentences and documents.
Training SVM models and Combining Results. We trained 9 different binary SVM models using one-vs-many approach. One of the challenging tasks was to compare the results of different SVM models, given that each had different feature sets and their confidence values were not directly comparable and needed to be calibrated properly before comparing. We tried three approaches: 1) selecting the SVM result with highest positive distance to hyperplane, 2) using a trained decision tree and 3) using another SVM trained for voting. Model J48 from the WEKA library (Hall et al., 2009 ) was trained based on SVM distances for the training set examples and expected outputs. In the third approach, we tried SVM for voting, which generated better results than the decision tree. Last two approaches consist of two layers of classifiers which first layer includes event types classifiers and second layer generates final decision 
Arguments detection and Post-processing
Similar to trigger detection, argument detection can be modeled for a classification task by assigning an argument type label to each possible combination of an event trigger and a biological entity in a sentence. We obtained entities from a1 files, as well as the supportive analysis data provided by the shared task organizers (Bjorne et al., 2009) . After generating events using SVM classification, we merged them with the output from the Turku system to generate the final result. For common events (detected by both systems) we used the arguments detected by the Turku system.
Results
Since we tried to improve upon the best performing system in the 2009 competition (Turku09), we compare the results of our system and Turku09's on the 2011 test set. Table 1 shows the performance of our proposed system and that of Turku09. We see that Binding was our worst event (negative change), Localization the most improved, no change for Protein Catabolism, and only a slight improvement in Negative Regulation.
Conclusion and future work
In this research we focused on event trigger detection by applying a SVM-based model. SVM is very sensitive to parameters and further tuning of parameters can improve the overall result. Furthermore, we want to evaluate our method independently and find the contribution of each modification to the final result. Our method is generalizable to other domains by using proper train-set and finding useful attributes for new event types.
